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Our Purpose
Endeavour to help each student to excel academically and gain self-confidence
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Kendrick Bui1706094340

Great place, helped with revising for exams and learning content for ATAR.
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Dhana M S1706091480

Scholastic Excellence has helped me a lot with my highschool studies. Definitely will recommend to students of all ages.
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i1706090443

Mr Yap is so great!!
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Kimy1704266782

I enjoyed the small class size and the teachers are amazing and understanding. I felt very prepared going into my exams and I'm happy with the results!
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Syed Afaq Shah1704169100

Please note Test Champs is their new business name.For us it was a waste of money and time to enrol our child. My child didn't learn anything significant for GATE and didn't enjoy the coaching either. The teachers do not provide any feedback on the marked work, its either right (tick) or wrong (cross) on the weekly assessment sheets.They assessed my child initially and offered a customised program, however, their final assessment included questions which were not covered in the coaching classes and the child was not taught enough of the material to attempt those.I am leaving an honest review as the current Google reviews are overexaggerated and were misleading for us.
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Amber B1694662843

I would recommend as I did learn lots. This class improved my math.
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mina han1689777790

Their preparation for the exam is perfect.
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Martina T1689599019

I could not recommend Scholastic Excellence high enough. My son really enjoyed going, he said the teachers were amazing. The course gave him a boost in preparation and confidence, and helped him excel in the Gate test. Thanks Serena and team!
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Arjun Mungekar1689387459

I personally found Scholastic Excellence to be a great tutoring centre. The tutors there are all very professional, and the  content is very thorough and explains syllabus content in detail.
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Ashwini Mungekar1689387436

Scholastic Excellence really has helped me through my high school years. All the worksheets are very easy to follow, and the teachers and assistants always make sure to help out when i’m struggling. Overall they have an amazing learning environment.
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M8Lin1689387327

The worksheets has helped me greatly in preparation for the exams and assessment. Very delighted to be in the class.
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Ujjal Das1689138561

We are incredibly grateful for Serena and her team's unwavering support throughout our daughter's preparation for the Gifted and Talented exam. Their guidance and dedication played a pivotal role in her success. Serena and her team provided a personalized approach that fostered a supportive learning environment, enabling our daughter to tackle the challenging material with confidence. We wholeheartedly recommend Serena and her team to other parents seeking exam preparation assistance, as their professionalism and expertise have made a remarkable impact on our daughter's journey to Perth Modern School.We extend our sincerest thanks to Serena and her team for their exceptional support. Their unwavering commitment has opened up a world of opportunities for our daughter's future. We are thrilled about the exciting prospects that lie ahead, knowing that she has received top-notch preparation under their guidance.
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Taraneh Zakiaghl1673044778

I found Scholastic Excellence professionally driven and matching with individual requirements. dedicated tutors and well designed programs. My son enjoyed each term he was there.Thank you
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Jie Chen1660629946

I took my twin boys to Scholastic Excellence throughout 2021. This was a very important step in their preparation for GATE test this year. Kids really enjoyed the experience and always told me how much they liked the teachers in English and Math. I could see that the admin staff also looked after the kids very well. Without Scholastic Excellence, the twin boys wouldn't have achieved what they achieved this year, namely both accepted by Rossmoyne SHS GATE program. I would strongly encourage parents to take their kids to Scholastic Excellence, with or without having GATE in mind.
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shain ayson1657966915

Scholastic helped me improve my math skills, both abstract and quantitative reasoning. I was also able to learn a lot from the kind teachers who taught me in my English classes. With their guidance and patience, I was ableto get into the GATE program. Thank you to all the wonderful teachers at Scholastic!- Sharlein A.
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Zhang Xuyan1656655456

A wonderful tuition especially for our GATE/scholarship preparation. Great teachers both in math and English and also with the well-organized schedule saved a lot of time for kid in preparations. Thank you for all the teachers' help and support that we got quite good results in return! Had great experiences! Highly recommended!
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JY Consulting Engineers1656556561

My kid likes they way they teach. His school term test results improved and has scored high in GATE exam.
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Sarah Kim1656315656

Great teaching and helpful teacher. My son enjoyed tutoring here and improved his math. Manageable homework also big bonus. 😉
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Phoebe Naeck1656309422

Dedicated and professional tutor and staff.Homeworks are quite challenging and term test helps to see the progress of the child. Highly recommended.
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claire ma1645445673

Excellence teaching just like their name! Their subject matter knowledge and professionalism has been demonstrated weekly. Our child enjoys the sessions and looks forward to the weekly sessions.
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Fairy Zhao1627874554

My son gained pretty good score in GATE this year and received an offer from PMS. My son attended Scholastic Excellence school holiday program and before GATE exam seminar. He said it was really helpful. Also Schoolastic Excellence has catch up action to help student's dealing well with the interviews.
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Linda Seah1625043527

Scholastic Excellence is indeed excellence!Serena and her team is very dedicated. My daughters enjoy their time with Scholastic Excellence.Serena is very responsive to my queries.
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Simran Sunner1624450427

My son attended the Gate mock sessions at Scholastic and found them to be really helpful.
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ZHANG JING1624447454

definitely recommend!My son attended the GATE classes before test. He feels good. There were a lot of questions of GATE style. The classes are in small groups with less than 10 students. The mock test is good and helps a lot with my son.
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Ka Lyar Lin1593253165

Great tuition with good learning resources and helpful teachers. Highly recommend it!
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Wynnie Lim1592986617

Love the small class size and teachers were very helpful.
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Md. Ruhul Amin Sarker1586140622

Serena and her team are excellent to prepare kids for GATE exam. They arranged some pre exam tests which I believe helped my son. Thanks to the team.
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Freddy Khant1578969232

Scholastic Excellence provides helpful tuition with organized learning resources. Highly recommend if you strive for excellence.
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Norbelly Gil Moreno1572923418

Scholastic have giving our son the skills and confidence that are so important for young children coping with school workloads and foreign concepts. Their input and his dedication contributed to above expectation NAPLAN results for our son and has placed him amongst the top students  in his class. Thank you Scholastic.
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Scholastic excellence has been amazing in tutoring my son in both Physics and Mathematics. So far he has achieved excellent result in his classroom assessments. We will be enrolling him for year 11 2020. My son said the teachers are well equiped to deliver the courses, caring and friendly. Thank you so much Scholastic excellence for the amazing work you do. -Joan
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Zee C1567603553

A tuition centre with helpful teachers and useful resources! I am thankful for the results I have achieved with the help of Scholastic.
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Good
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Serena is always very helpful and the teaching materials help my child achieve good score in GATE.
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Douglas Chai1561343238

Excellent tuition centre with caring and friendly staff. Tailored program that produces results.
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Scholastic Excellence has been an extremely beneficial tutoring and education provider for my child. The program is tailored to both ends of the spectrum, those students requiring catch up as well as those requiring extension to continue to extend and challenge those gifted and talented children. We have enrolled in holiday intensive programs as well as term programs and the results have been significant in achieving results. The program provides recognition and reward for students thereby providing further motivation for them to ensure their success. I can not recommend Scholastic Excellence highly enough for those parents wanting to ensure success for their children’s education and seeing the results speak for themselves.
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Serena and her team are excellent in answering queries very quickly. Their mock GATE exam assisted our child in gaining a first round offer for a Gifted and Talented Academic Program. Thanks Scholastic.
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